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Executive Summary

Objective

Learn user pain points and preferences when navigating through the degree filter pages on the AIU
website. Discover common navigation errors, likes and dislikes, points of irritation, and other factors
that positively contribute to or prevent users from finding and engaging with specific degree pages.

Questions we set out to answer

1. Why are fewer user making it to the  
university’s pages?

2. What problems do users encounter  throughout 
the university’s degree navigation?

Key learnings

• The “Questions?” lead form pop-up triggers  
too early.

• The Tuition Calculator’s gated first step  
immediately repels users and discourages  
them from engaging.

• Degree page content is overwhelming and  
hard to digest. It needs reorganization.

• The Degrees section in the global  
navigation is highly repetitive and causes  
confusion for users.

• The degree options grouped by Areas of  
Study leads users on a faster path to  
degree pages.

• Pictures and videos that provide insights  
into the university inspire user confidence.



Study Procedure

PLATFORM
usertesting.com

WEBSITE
www.oluniversity.edu

LAUNCH DATE
July 16, 2018

HIGHLIGHT REEL
Link

10
PARTICIPANTS

SCREENER QUESTIONS

TASKS

FOLLOW-UP QUESIONS

1

6

4

http://www.oluniversity.edu/


Participant Snapshot



Recordings Guide

Order User Name Test ID Browser
Screen  

Resolution
Run  

Time Why you should watch this recording

1 carverofchoice 2457403I Chrome 1920 x 768 42:37
Incredibly thorough. Catches several errors. Noted university and
questions to ask a representative as he went through the test.

2 Rgessaman 2457403D Chrome 1366 x 768 18:22 Articulate. Catches the missing calculator links.

3 Argentina_Turner 2457403J Chrome 1920 x 1080 20:41
Specifies how degree page “Details” sections should be  
organized.

4 TestedByShantay 2457403A Chrome 1280 x 1080 18:31 Thorough. Offers candid insight on Tuition Calculator gate.

5 Asaey 2457403F Chrome 1366 x 768 20:31 Articulate. Explores pages naturally, based on curiosity.

6 MzRiri82 2457403G Chrome 1366 x 768 30:53
Thorough. High engagement with Areas of Study navigation.  
Catches degree filter content error. Hero doesn’t load.

7 Debw75 2457403B Edge 1920 x 1080 13:17
Goes through test quickly—interesting to see what she takes  time 
to go through.

8 rissa1701 2457403E Chrome 1366 x 768 16:52 Only user running Windows OS below 10.0. Hero doesn’t load.

9 CabSmitty 2457403H Chrome 1920 x 1080 17:47 User that experienced the most issues with loading pictures.

10 AprilR 2457403K Chrome 1366 x768 14:12 Bombarded by pop-up error because she didn’t close form.



Scenario and Tasks

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6

Task
Instructions

Describe
DEGREES

section right
menu tabs

Explore 
DEGREES

sectionright  
menu tabs

Find allavailable  
bachelor’s degree

options

Filter for *online*
bachelor’s

degree
options

Find info about  
degreeprogram  

of choice

Find a new  
degree page&  

discuss

Avg Time  
to    

Complete
6:19 5:00 1:04 1:06 2:56 1:38

Task  
Completion  
Time Range

2:13 - 27:38 1:57 – 7:39 0:17 – 2:24 0:16 – 2:57 1:15 – 6:33 0:24 – 2.33

Success  
Rate 70% 80% 100% 100% 90% 100%

Scenario

You have already taken some college-level courses but did not complete a degree. You’re considering  
change careers. You are not sure what area you'd like to study and are open to pursuing a bachelor’s  
degree to make more money and/or different career paths.



Trends

Trend 1 : The “Questions?” lead-form pop-up triggers too early.

What Happened?
Overwhelmingly, every user made a comment about the pop-up,  
expressing several forms of frustration.

How We Know
• 70% of participants exited out of the pop-up – without reading it –

then did not care what the content was, because it annoyed users.

• 100% of participants made a comment about the pop-up – they did  
not care what the content was.

• "I don't really have any questions yet, because I haven’t had 
the  chance to form any questions.”– Argentina_Turner [07:18]

• “There are a lot of pop-ups I don't really like that so much, it's a little  
bit too much going on” – Rgessaman [03:16]



Trend 2 : Degree Page content is overwhelming and hard to digest.

What Happened?
The Tuition Calculator initially excited most participants until they clicked  
the link and discovered it’s gated. Users wanted a “rough estimate” or a  
general tuition “range” before giving away personal details. Even though  
this information is offered under the Tuition tab of the navigation,  
participants expected that general tuition would be available for each  
program

How We Know
• “I would have expected on the calculator that it would tell me roughly  

how much it would cost to do the degree without having to put in a  
bunch of personal data.”
– carverofchoice [33:10]

• "I don't understand why they can't just give me a rough draft-like  
estimate.” – TestedByShantay [14:10-14:50]

• “Again I would like to know the cost of things, even if it’s a varying  
estimate, without having to tell you all of my personal information. I  
understand it’s your way of getting people to actually, you know, take  
your program—by calling them and discussing things with them—but  
when I’m out shopping for a school or a program or virtually anything:  
I like to know the cost, I like to know how long it’s gonna take, I like to  
know what’s expected of me, and how much time it’s gonna take and  
things like that.”– AprilR [09:46]



Trend 3 : Tuition Calculator’s gated first step discourage users from engaging.

What Happened?
The Tuition Calculator initially excited most participants until they clicked  
the link and discovered it’s gated. Users wanted a “rough estimate” or a  
general tuition “range” before giving away personal details. Even though  
this information is offered under the Tuition tab of the navigation,  
participants expected that general tuition would be available for each  
program

How We Know
• Missed Program Details PDF – 90% participants missed 

or  did not interact with the PDF version of program
details.

• Not Enough Class Information Detail
• "...curious to know what database programs or whatnot would  

be studied”… “I would have expected a little bit more  
description on some of these classes.” – carverofchoice [15:50]  
and [20:13]

• Reorder Navigation (Accreditation First)
• Is university accredited – carverofchoice – [7:35] - "Basically 

I  would like to know if it's accredited or how it's accredited."
• Reorder navigation – Argentina_Turner – [11:48] - "I would  

want to see accreditation first. I want to know that this school  
is legit... you hear so much about Phoenix and ITT Tech."



Key Learnings
• The "Questions?" lead form pop-up triggers too early – Overwhelmingly, every user

made a comment about the pop-up, expressing several forms of frustration. Pop-up chat
feature is overwhelming, frustrating, and annoying to users when simultaneously displayed
with lead generation form.

• The Tuition Calculator’s gated first step discourages users from engaging with the tool 
– The  participants didn’t trust the intention of providing personal information right away, 
especially  because degree pages did not list a rough estimate for cost of attendance. Users 
cannot see  the value in the tool, literally, because the evaluation steps are hidden.

• Degree page content is overwhelming and hard to digest – As users browsed through the  
degree page pages it was clear they were frustrated with not being able to find information.  
Many users began expressing what they wished they could find, where things would be better  
placed, and some questions they searched on digging through the site for.

• Degree levels sorted by Online, Undergraduate, and Graduate are redundant and 
confusing – As participants stated what they would expect to find under each section, it 
became clear  many did not understand some or all of the sections. During explorations many 
were confused  by the repetition.

• Degrees grouped by Areas of Study leads users on a faster path to degree pages – When 
users  selected from the one of the Areas of Study links under the degrees section in the global  
navigation they quickly moved on to degree pages.

• Pictures and videos inspire users to take action – Users specifically mentioned being 
inspired  by pictures and videos showcasing former students that had experienced success.



Tuition calculator link is missing from the Undergraduate and Graduate sections.

• Undergraduate and Graduate main pages DO NOT have tuition calculator link in the  
header text.

The Associate's section of the Global Navigation shows bachelor’s degrees.

• When the user selects online associate's degrees it does not filter out the bachelor’s  
programs. – Carverofchoice [09:04-10:28]

• Confused why bachelor’s page does not also display associate’s degrees. – Debw75 
[04:49- 05:16] and [08:00-08:15]

The degree filter pages do not properly update between different AOS options.

• When selecting a new area of study with the degree filter after navigating to a specific  
area of study page (i.e. business, criminal justice) – it does not change the page to the  
specific area of study completely. – MzRiri82 [20:40-22:20]

Pictures do not load for all users.

• Three participants were unable to load the hero image. Visible in all recordings before  
[<01:30].

1. rissa1701
2. MzRiri82
3. CabSmitty

Critical Fixes



Future Test Idas

• Delay the Questions Pop-up
• 2nd or 3rd page view
• Only serve pop-up when a user  

demonstrates page abandonment  
behavior

• Reduce instead of closing pop 
for  easy access later

Questions Pop-up Improvement



Visitors that view this page at least 3 times  but 
have not provided their information  are likely 
interested in your university, but  are not 
comfortable with the idea of being  contacted by 
sales people. They will likely  not submit all their 
information unless they  are already convinced 
this is for them.

Try the following:

• Remove the gate of the tuition  calculator for 
returning users on the 3rd  site visit.

• Remove the phone number field and just  
capture their email address.

Questions Pop-up Improvement



• Plug in factors about yourself (Full-time, Part-time, etc.) to get a rough timeline on how  
long each degree will take to complete – Asaey [06:41]

• Add new links to degree pages that emphasize this function of the calculator

Timeline Estimate



THANK YOU
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